An anterior/posterior communication compartment border in engrailed wing discs: possible implications for Drosophila pattern formation.
Our previous studies have suggested that all the known lineage compartment borders in the wing imaginal disc of Drosophila are coincident with boundaries of reduced gap junctional communication (communication compartment borders). Since engrailed discs have a disrupted anterior/posterior (A/P) lineage border (G. Morata and P. A. Lawrence, 1975, Nature (London) 255, 614-617), it was of great interest to determine if their A/P communication restriction boundary is similarly disrupted. Examination of gap-junction-mediated exchange of small fluorescent molecules between cells in the engrailed wing disc revealed a boundary of restricted communication that appeared to be identical to the wild-type A/P communication restriction boundary. This result suggests that lineage compartments are not required for the formation of A/P communication restrictions. Furthermore, we suggest that perhaps communication compartments are the domains within which information is provided for specifying the formation of lineage compartments.